We present the results from ALMA observations centred 40 (3 kpc in projection) southeast of the nucleus of M87. We report the detection of extended CO (2-1) line emission with a total flux of (5.5 ± 0.6) × 10 −18 erg s −1 cm −2 and corresponding molecular gas mass M H 2 = (4.7 ± 0.4) × 10 5 M , assuming a Galactic CO to H 2 conversion factor. ALMA data indicate a line-of-sight velocity of −129 ± 3 km s −1 , in good agreement with measurements based on the [C ii] and Hα+[N ii] lines, and a velocity dispersion of σ = 27 ± 3 km s −1 . The CO(2-1) emission originates only outside the radio lobe of the AGN seen in the 6 cm VLA image, while the filament prolongs further inwards at other wavelengths. The molecular gas in M87 appears to be destroyed or excited by AGN activity, either by direct interaction with the radio plasma, or by the shock driven by the lobe into the X-ray emitting atmosphere. This is an important piece of the puzzle in understanding the impact of the central AGN on the amount of the coldest gas from which star formation can proceed.
INTRODUCTION
'Cool-core' clusters of galaxies show sharp central X-ray surface brightness peaks and temperature dips. If the energy radiated away in the centers of these systems came only from the thermal energy of the hot, diffuse intra-cluster medium (ICM), the ICM would cool and form stars at rates orders of magnitude above what the observations suggest (for a review, see Peterson & Fabian 2006) . The cooling is thought to be primarily offset by interactions between active galactic nuclei (AGN) in the central galaxies of these clusters and the surrounding ICM (e.g. McNamara & Nulsen 2007) .
Despite the ongoing AGN heating, line emission from cold atomic and molecular gas is frequently observed in cool cores (e.g. Edge 2001; Salomé & Combes 2003) , and its distribution coincides with the lowest-temperature X-ray gas (e.g. Sanders & Fabian 2007; Werner et al. 2013 ). This cold gas can either be intrinsic to the brightest central galaxy (having been supplied, perhaps, by a past merger with a gas-rich system or by stellar mass loss), or it can originate from the ICM (e.g. Lim et al. 2008) . Even if cooling and heating are balanced on average throughout the volume of the cool core, thermal instabilities can occur when the local instantaneous ratio of the cooling time t c to the free-fall time t f f is low Gaspari et al. 2012) . Alternatively, the process of runaway cooling can be directly triggered by the AGN if filaments of low-temperature X-ray gas are dragged out of the cluster centres in the wakes of the buoyantly rising radio bubbles (Revaz et al. 2008; McNamara et al. 2016) . The observed dynamics of the molecular gas clouds indeed indicate that this latter process may take place (Salomé et al. 2011; Russell et al. 2016 Russell et al. , 2017 . The cold gas is the reservoir from which star formation can proceed -therefore, in order to study the effect of AGN feedback on galaxy evolution, it is important to understand the relationship between AGN heating and the creation and/or destruction of the cold gas.
M 87 is the central dominant galaxy of the Virgo Cluster, the nearest cool-core cluster at a distance of only ∼ 16.1 Mpc (Blakeslee et al. 2009 ). This allows us to view phenomena related to the interaction of the AGN jet inflated radio lobes with the c 0000 The Authors arXiv:1801.01264v1 [astro-ph.GA] 4 Jan 2018 surrounding environment in exceptional detail (e.g. Forman et al. 2007; Million et al. 2010) . Deep XMM-Newton and Chandra observations have revealed the distribution of multi-phase plasma in the ICM, with the large-scale radio bubbles associated with the AGN having uplifted about 50% of the low-temperature (kT ∼ 1 keV) gas from the cluster centre out to larger radii, effectively preventing it from cooling and forming stars (Simionescu et al. 2008; Werner et al. 2010) . A very small fraction of the 1 keV component is associated with even cooler X-ray gas, with kT ∼ 0.5 keV. In the core of the Perseus Cluster, another well-studied example of AGN feedback, the 0.5 keV gas phase traces an intricate network of optical Hα and CO filaments (Sanders & Fabian 2007; . In M 87, although there is a clear correlation between the 0.5 keV gas and Hα emission , the search for the associated molecular gas has so far yielded only upper limits or, at best, very uncertain detections with low signal-to-noise (Tan et al. 2008 ). More recently, Herschel Photoconductor Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS) data allowed the discovery of [C ii] emission from a prominent Hα filamentary structure located south-east of the AGN (Werner et al. 2013) . This [C ii] emission seems to be co-spatial not only with Hα, but also with far ultraviolet (FUV) filaments seen with the Solar Blind Channel (SBC) on the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) (Sparks et al. 2009 ). Sparks et al. (2012) show that at least part of this UV flux originates from the C iv line emitted by 10 5 Kelvin gas. Here, we present new Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) observations of the coldest, molecular gas phase at the location of these filaments that were previously detected at other wavelengths.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
ALMA observed a region located ∼40 south-east of the AGN in M87 during Early Science Cycle 2, over 4 separate scheduling blocks executed between 2014 December 11 and 2015 January 3. The total observing time was 5.4 hours, of which 3 on source and 2.4 on calibrators. Ganymede and Callisto, along with Quasars 3C 273, J1058+0133, and J1229+0203 were used for amplitude, flux, and phase calibration. Between 34 and 41 of the 12m antennae were operational. The maximum baselines extended to 350 m, delivering a minimum angular resolution of 0.7 for a largest recoverable angular scale of ∼10 and a primary beam (field of view, FOV) of 28 . The J = 2 -1 rotational line transition of carbon monoxide at the redshift of M87 corresponds to a frequency of 229.5 GHz, which falls within the sensitivity range of ALMA's Band 6 receivers (211 -275 GHz). One baseband was centered on the CO(2-1) line, while the other three sampled the local continuum.
The data were reduced using version 4.3.1 of the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) software package (McMullin et al. 2007 ). The continuum was subtracted by summing all line-free channels and removing the emission using the task uvcontsub. The final continuum-subtracted CO(2-1) data cube has an RMS noise of 0.2 mJy per beam per 50 km s −1 channel. Measurement sets were imaged using Briggs weighting with a robust parameter of 0, yielding a beamsize of 1.4 × 0.7 at a position angle of 75 degrees. All ALMA images presented in this paper have been corrected for response of the primary beam. For consistency with the Herschel-PACS results (Werner et al. 2013 ), we assume a systemic velocity of M87 of v = 1307 km s −1 , a redshift z=0.00436, and a luminosity distance D L = 16.1 Mpc (Blakeslee et al. 2009 ), for which 1 arcmin corresponds to 4.65 kpc.
RESULTS
The exquisite sensitivity of ALMA allows us to detect molecular gas in the nearest cool core cluster for the first time unambiguously, as shown in Figure 1 . The morphology of the detected CO emission consists of a brighter, approximately spherical clump, with a radius of about 150 pc (larger than the ALMA beam size), from which a narrower, fainter filament extends straight towards the east, over a projected distance of ∼ 310 pc. We have further employed the "masked moment" technique described by Dame (2011) 1 to create a three-dimensional mask that takes into account coherence in position-velocity space to suppress the noise. Applying this analysis to a data cube binned to 10 km s −1 channels, and keeping only the regions where the CO(2-1) line was detected with a significance above 3σ, we obtain the CO(2-1) flux-weighted mean velocity and velocity dispersion shown in Figure 2 . The corresponding flux from the "masked moment" analysis (a smoothed version of the "raw" detection shown in Figure 1 ) is reproduced in Figure  3 and compared to detections of this filamentary structure at other wavelengths.
The total flux measured in the CO(2-1) line is (5.5 ± 0.6) × 10 −18 erg s −1 cm −2 ; the total molecular gas mass is then
where S CO ∆ν = 0.56 ± 0.06 Jy km s −1 is the emission integral. This mass estimate most critically relies on an assumption of the CO-to-H 2 conversion factor, X CO . Assuming the average Milky Way value of X CO = 2 × 10 20 cm −2 K km s −1 (Solomon et al. 1987 ) and a CO(2-1) to CO(1-0) flux density ratio of 3.2 (David et al. 2014 ) yields a total molecular gas mass of M H 2 = (4.7 ± 0.4) × 10 5 M . Note however that this value is subject to significant systematic uncertainty, as the Galactic conversion factor is not expected or observed to be universal (for a review, see Bolatto et al. 2013) .
The filamentary structure in the ALMA FOV has a line-ofsight (LOS) velocity of v = −129 ± 3 km s −1 and a narrow line width, σ = 27 ± 3 km s Of further interest is the distribution of the CO flux with respect to the Hα+[N ii] and FUV images, and the AGN radio lobe visible in the VLA observations (see Figure 3) . The Hα+[N ii] flux from the filamentary structure is roughly the same both inside and outside the 6 cm radio contours; the soft X-ray (0.7-0.9 keV) Chandra image is known to reveal a very similar filament morphology . By contrast, CO emission is only observed outside of the radio lobe. Million et al. (2010) used deep Chandra observations of M87 to reconstruct the spatial distribution of the thermodynamic properties of the ambient ICM from spectroscopic mapping, and report the presence of a shock with a Mach number of at least 1.2, driven by the expansion of the 6 cm radio lobe; their pressure map is reproduced in the top middle panel of Figure  3 , and shows that the CO emission is localised (in projection) outside of the 6 cm radio lobe but inside the shock cocoon propagating through the X-ray atmosphere of M87.
To investigate this further, we consider two square regions, each with a size of 9 × 9 as shown in Figure 3 . The inner region contains Hα+[N ii] emission, but no CO emission, and is located fully inside the 6 cm radio lobe. The outer region contains both Hα+[N ii] and CO(2-1) emission, and is located fully outside the 6 cm radio lobe. Both regions lie inside the shock detected in Xrays by Million et al. (2010) . Using the HST Wide Field and Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) F660N data, we obtain comparable Hα fluxes for the two regions: (3.1 ± 0.3) × 10 −14 and (2.5 ± 0.2) × 10 −14 erg s −1 cm −2 nearer and further from the AGN, respectively, where we have subtracted the expected contribution from [N ii] and the galaxy stellar light. Meanwhile, the 3σ upper limit on the CO(2-1) flux from the inner region is 1.3 × 10 −18 erg s −1 cm −2 , compared to (5.5 ± 0.6) × 10 −18 erg s −1 cm −2 detected in the outer region as reported above. Hence, the Hα to CO(2-1) ratio changes by a factor of more than 5 across the edge of the radio lobe. Within the few ALMA spatial resolution elements where the CO flux is well determined, we find no evidence that the CO(2-1) to Hα flux ratio varies along the filament. On the other hand, the [O iii]/Hβ emission line ratios reported by Werner et al. (2013) show a strong decrease with radius, and thus have considerably smaller values in the regions associated with CO emission. This suggests that some form of interaction with the AGN depletes the reservoir of cold gas. Compared to the expected correlation between the Hα luminosity and molecular gas mass seen in other cluster central galaxies (for the latest study, see Pulido et al. 2017) , M87 indeed appears very cold-gas poor given the Hα flux measurements presented here.
DISCUSSION
Hints that AGN radio lobes may be responsible for heating the atomic/ionized filaments have been reported in several other cluster cores; for example, the high flux of the Fe x coronal line, coincident with the edge of the radio lobe in the Centaurus Cluster (Canning et al. 2011) , or the unusually strong [O iii] emission at the location where the AGN bubble/jet is interacting with the ionised gas in Abell 3581 (Canning et al. 2013) . Morganti et al. (2016) show that the radio jet in Centaurus A also affects the atomic and ionized to molecular gas ratios, hinting that CO survives the jet-cloud interaction more easily than the other phases, which is opposite to the trend reported here. Below, we speculate on possible scenarios that explain the interaction between the AGN and the molecular gas in M87, and comment briefly on the dynamics of the CO clouds.
Interaction between the AGN and the molecular gas
Since the boundary between the CO-emitting and CO-faint regions is located at the outer edge of the 6 cm emission, the first possible explanation is that the radio lobe interacts directly with the molecular gas, either depleting it or exciting it such that it primarily emits in higher order transitions (J = 3-2 or 4-3, rather than 2-1). Werner et al. (2013) show that internal shocks produced as the radio lobe pushes against the cold gas are likely responsible for the increased (Werner et al. 2013 ), the Chandra X-ray pressure map (Million et al. 2010) , and the 6 cm VLA radio emission (Hines et al. 1989 ). The ALMA FOV is shown as a black box. All images in the top row share the same field of view. The bottom row shows the ALMA CO(2-1) flux obtained from the masked moment analysis, FUV image from the HST ACS/SBC (Sparks et al. 2009 ), and [C ii] flux from Herschel PACS (Werner et al. 2013 ). The 9 × 9 arcsec regions used for comparing the Hα to CO(2-1) ratio across the edge of the radio lobe are shown in white (top left and top middle panels) or red (bottom panels). Contours of the 6 cm radio emission are shown in black in the ALMA panel, starting at 0.1 mJy and increasing towards the core in increments of a factor of two.
[O iii]/Hβ line ratios in the CO-faint regions of the filament, suggesting that an interaction is indeed taking place. If the filaments are threaded by magnetic fields, magnetic reconnection during the interaction with the magnetised radio lobes may further contribute to their destruction (some aspects of heating of the cold gas filaments by reconnection are discussed in Churazov et al. 2013 ).
Another possibility is that the molecular gas is destroyed or heated by the passage of the X-ray shock, rather than the interaction with the radio lobe. In principle, for a large inclination of the molecular filaments with respect to the plane of the sky, the boundary between the CO-emitting and CO-faint regions may lie at the position of the X-ray shock, while appearing to coincide with the edge of the radio lobe in projection (see right panel of Figure 4 ). HST observations of the superluminal motion in the jet of M87 (Biretta et al. 1999) , as well as the geometry and radio polarisation of the large-scale radio lobes seen in the 90 cm radio image, do in fact suggest that the orientation of the AGN jet and lobes is close to the line of sight (for a detailed discussion, see Werner et al. 2010 ).
However, the position of the X-ray shock corresponds in projection to a marked drop in the Hα+[N ii] luminosity of the filamentary nebula . The likely explanation is that the propagation of the shock introduces shearing at the interface between the hot and cold gas, enabling ICM particles to penetrate the filaments more easily and dissociate/ionize the atomic gas, and thereby powering the Hα+[N ii] emission (Ferland et al. 2009; Werner et al. 2010) . This scenario requires the optical line emitting filaments to be oriented relatively close to the plane of the sky; a significant inclination would imply either that the sharp drop in Hα+[N ii] luminosity should be seen at smaller projected radii than the edge of the shock, or that the change in Hα+[N ii] brightness is not due to the shock and would thus remain unexplained.
We conclude that it is unlikely that the X-ray shock coincides in 3D geometry with the dimming of CO(2-1) emission observed with ALMA. It is nevertheless possible that the X-ray shock is still responsible for destroying or heating the molecular gas, but that there is a time lag between the passage of the shock and the observed dimming of the CO emission. For example, the turbulence and mixing induced by the passage of the shock could affect the atomic/ionized gas more quickly, but may require a longer time to fully destroy the CO lumps. In this case, the inner molecular gas has been depleted, while that located closer to the shock front is still in the process of being broken up. The fact that the molecular mass to Hα luminosity ratio is very low compared to the correlation seen in other cluster central galaxies (Salomé & Combes 2003; Pulido et al. 2017) , even in the region where CO is detected, seems to support this interpretation. The distance between the outer edge of the X-ray shock and the inner edge of the detected CO gas is 9 arcsec, corresponding to 0.7 kpc. For a Mach number of the Xray shock of 1.2 (Million et al. 2010 ), a sound speed of 625 km s −1 corresponding to an assumed ambient temperature of 1.5 keV, and given an orientation of the filaments close to the plane of the sky as argued above, we estimate that in this scenario 1.1 Myr have elapsed between the shock passage and the observed destruction of the molecular gas. While conserving the Mach number, the shock propagation through the cold gas with low sound speeds should also slow down significantly, which could further contribute to the difference between the present location of the X-ray shock, brightened Hα+[N ii] filament, and the CO-depleted area. In this case, the association between the edge of the radio lobe and the inner edge of the CO cloud would have to be accidental. We further note that, according to estimates by Sparks et al. (2009) , a total mass of cold gas converted into stars of only ∼ 2000M should result in 14 individual young stars detected in the HST FUV image. It is therefore unlikely that the interaction with the AGN stimulated the collapse of the molecular gas into stars, rather than heating it directly. Our observations thus show that AGN feedback, either through shocks in the surrounding ICM or the relativistic radio lobes, has an important impact on the amount and emissivity of the coldest gas from which star formation can proceed. While some earlier ALMA observations have suggested that the AGN can stimulate the production of cold gas by cooling instabilities in the wakes of rising radio bubbles (Russell et al. , 2017 , here we show that AGN activity may also have the opposite effect in destroying already existing molecular gas. Werner et al. (2013) report a LOS velocity gradient of about 300 km s −1 along the [C ii] filamentary structure observed with Herschel; while we can only observe a small fraction of this filament in CO with ALMA, the measured velocity dispersion appears remarkably quiescent (σ = 27 ± 3 km s −1 ), an order of magnitude smaller than the total line-of-sight velocity gradient. However, this value is still higher than that of resolved giant molecular clouds in the Milky Way, where line widths seldom exceed 10 km s −1 (Solomon et al. 1987) . As discussed previously for other observations of cluster cores (see e.g. David et al. 2014) , it is unlikely therefore that this structure consists of a single cloud; rather, it is probably a giant molecular association composed of several cloudlets. In this case, we would expect the parts of the filament that appear brighter in CO to represent the superposition of a larger number of cloudlets and hence sample a larger velocity dispersion. This is consistent with the trend seen in Figure 2 , which shows a gradient in σ from values as low as 5-10 km s −1 at the faintest, eastern end of the filament up to about 30 km s −1 near the peak of the CO flux. We note that, for a velocity dispersion σ ∼ 30 km s −1 and a linear extent R cl of a few hundred pc, the total mass required to keep the molecular gas cloudlets gravitationally self-bound, M vir ∼ σ 2 R cl /G with G the gravitational constant, is of order a few times 10 7 M . This is nearly two orders of magnitude larger than the mass estimated from the CO flux. Hence, the observed structure would have to be very short-lived, unless its dynamics and evolution are influenced by an external factor such the surrounding ICM.
Dynamics of the molecular gas in M87
Recent ALMA observations of the Phoenix cluster revealed a remarkable similarity in the molecular gas velocities at the outer tips of all the observed filaments, separated by ∼30 kpc, hinting Figure 4 . Illustration of the effects of LOS projection. The observed filaments are sketched in blue, the X-ray shock in green, and the radio lobe in black. If the inclination is too high, the change in Hα+[N ii] brightness cannot be due to the shock and would remain unexplained.
that this remote molecular gas could be coupled to the hot atmosphere (Russell et al. 2017) . So far the only direct measurements of the velocities in the X-ray emitting ICM were performed for the Perseus Cluster (Hitomi Collaboration 2016), and show good agreement with the velocity gradients and velocity dispersion inferred for the optical Hα-emitting nebula (Hatch et al. 2006 ) and molecular CO (Salomé et al. 2011) .
If the dynamics of molecular cloudlets is coupled to the ambient X-ray gas, the remarkably low velocity dispersion measured by ALMA suggests that the ICM in the core of M87, despite signs of vigorous AGN activity, has low turbulent velocities, and that the motions are predominantly laminar. This is consistent with the conclusions of Zhuravleva et al. (2014) , who used the power spectrum of surface brightness fluctuations from deep Chandra observations to predict turbulent velocities in the core of M87 of σ ∼60 km s −1 , though on slightly different spatial scales than the current ALMA observation. This is encouraging for using both Chandra surface brightness fluctuations and ALMA and optical spectra to predict the ICM dynamics that will be measured through future high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy with Athena or the X-ray Astronomy Recovery Mission (XARM).
CONCLUSIONS
ALMA Band 6 observations centred 40 (3 kpc in projection) southeast of the nucleus of M87 allowed us to measure a total flux of (5.5 ± 0.6) × 10 −18 erg s −1 cm −2 in the J = 2 -1 rotational line transition of carbon monoxide, representing the first secure detection of molecular gas in the brightest cluster galaxy of the nearest cool-core cluster. This flux translates to a total molecular gas mass of M H 2 = (4.7 ± 0.4) × 10 5 M , albeit with large uncertainties related to the assumption that the CO-to-H 2 conversion factor is similar to that in our own Galaxy. The molecular gas detected with ALMA extends over a total length of about 600 pc (elongated in the east-west direction) and is co-spatial with a multi-phase filament previously identified at several wavelengths, from soft X-rays with Chandra to Hα+[N ii] and FUV with HST, and [C ii] with Herschel PACS. The ratio of molecular gas mass to Hα luminosity in M87 lies well below typical values found in other cluster central galaxies with reported CO detections.
The distribution of CO(2-1) flux with respect to Hα+[N ii] shows an intriguing radial trend. All of the CO emission appears to be located outside the radio lobe of the AGN seen in the 6 cm VLA image, while the Hα+[N ii] and soft X-ray fluxes are similar both inside and outside the radio lobe. Using the 3σ confidence upper limit from ALMA for the region located inside the radio lobe implies a change in the Hα to CO(2-1) ratio of at least a factor of 5. It appears that either relativistic particles and magnetic fields from this radio lobe, or the shock that this lobe is known to drive into the X-ray emitting atmosphere, are able to destroy the molecular gas in M87, or excite it such that it primarily emits in higher order (CO J = 3-2 or 4-3) transitions. This is an important piece of the puzzle in quantifying the impact of the central AGN on the amount of the coldest gas from which star formation can proceed.
The molecular gas observed with ALMA has a small velocity dispersion, σ = 27 ± 3 km s −1 . This is an order of magnitude smaller than the total line-of-sight velocity gradient observed along the larger-scale [C ii] filaments that the CO gas is embedded in, and is consistent with a predominantly laminar dynamical structure of these filaments, as already suggested in other cool-core clusters.
